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Lagrangian particle dispersion is studied using the one-dimensional turbulence (ODT)
model in homogeneous decaying turbulence configurations. The ODT model has
been widely and successfully applied to a number of reacting and nonreacting flow
configurations, but only limited application has been made to multiphase flows. Here,
we present a version of the particle implementation and interaction with the stochastic
and instantaneous ODT eddy events. The model is characterized by comparison to
experimental data of particle dispersion for a range of intrinsic particle time scales
and body forces. Particle dispersion, velocity, and integral time scale results are
presented. The particle implementation introduces a single model parameter βp, and
sensitivity to this parameter and behavior of the model are discussed. Good agreement
is found with experimental data and the ODT model is able to capture the particle
inertial and trajectory crossing effects. These results serve as a validation case of
the multiphase implementations of ODT for extensions to other flow configurations.
C© 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4896555]

I. INTRODUCTION

The motion and dispersion of particles in turbulent flow has important applications in many
areas of engineering.1, 2 As an example, turbulent reacting flows like those found in combustion
often interact with particles in the form of droplets that might be a source of fuel, a source of fire
suppressant, or a hazardous material to be incinerated. Particles are dispersed throughout the flow
field by the action of turbulence, and the extent of that dispersion is an important factor in designing
effective systems. It is particularly important to determine the differences in dispersion associated
with differences in relative inertia between particles and the fluid.

One of the earliest predictive models for particle dispersion was developed by Einstein to de-
scribe Brownian motion through a distribution of displacements at a rate given by thermal energy.3, 4

Taylor related turbulent fluid particle dispersion to the velocity fluctuations and their degree of
correlation over time,5 while Batchelor extended this to multidimensional dispersion.6 These con-
cepts were directly extensible to particle dispersion, where rather than the fluid velocities and
their Lagrangian autocorrelation time, the particle velocities and particle autocorrelation time are
appropriate

〈x2〉 = 2
∫ t

0

∫ t ′

0
v(0)v(τ )dτdt ′, (1)

where v represents the particle velocities.
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The particle velocities evolve according to the forcing introduced by the fluid drag, body forces,
and other forces as appropriate (such as the Saffman lift force in velocity gradients7, 8). A challenge
arises then because the fluid velocity at the particle location is required, and this fluid velocity is
often solved only in an averaged or filtered sense due to the cost of direct numerical simulations
(DNS). There are a number of approaches to modeling the instantaneous fluid velocities. The general
approach involves the determination of statistical moments for the fluid velocity, the assumption of
a distribution of fluid velocities from those moments that act over a given time scale (referred to as
an eddy-interaction time), and the deterministic evolution of the particle forced by the given fluid
velocity for a sequence of eddy-interaction times.1, 9, 10 These approaches have found significant
success, and their incorporation within large-eddy simulations (LES), where large scale anisotropy
is resolved, leads to further improvement.

Here, we describe an alternate approach. Rather than carry out a separate determination of
the fluid moments and a sampling of expected fluid velocities, we integrate the particle evolution
with a reduced dimension stochastic approach to evolve the flow field. This approach is referred
to as the one-dimensional turbulence (ODT) model.11–14 Within the context of ODT fluid ve-
locities and any associated scalars are fully resolved in a single dimension. Molecular processes
like viscous dissipation evolve through a deterministic process along that single dimension, while
the nonlinear turbulent cascade is modeled through a remapping procedure that reproduces key
aspects of turbulent flows.15 By carrying out a fully resolved temporal flow evolution in a sin-
gle spatial dimension, the one-dimensional spectrum of velocity and scalar fluctuations is avail-
able and associated with a given physical location. A particle associated with that same physical
location would then accelerate according to the velocity at that point and the appropriate drag
law.

ODT has previously been used to study a wide range of fluid mixing applications, in reacting and
nonreacting flows, that demonstrate its ability to predict fluid particle dispersion in analogy to scalar
mixing.15–19 However, very limited work has been performed with ODT in multiphase flow: Schmidt
et al. studied wall deposition of inertial particles in channel flow using ODT.20 In order to apply the
ODT model to the study of a broader range of multi-phase flows, a validation and characterization
of the model behavior is required. The goal of the present work is to evaluate the performance of
ODT with particles in relatively simple homogeneous isotropic turbulence and to fully describe the
sensitivity of predictions to a parameter that appears in the model. While the present work focuses
on the evolution of the particles in conjunction with the fluid velocity field, additional value will
come through the joint evolution of the more complete fluid state, such as including a temperature
field and its correlation with the velocity evolution. For example, an important area of research is
the transport and interaction of inertial particles with a flame. Characterization of such transport
requires detailed information of particle-flame-flow statistics. DNS provides such information, but
at relatively high computational cost and at a limited range of scales. The successful application of
ODT to multiphase flows may provide an additional tool for investigating such flows, especially if
combined with DNS and experimental data.

The present work focuses on the process of particle dispersion within the ODT context. In
this, it draws on the previous work of Schmidt and co-workers where the original Lagrangian
particle tracking models within the ODT context were developed.20, 21 Applications here focus
on characteristics of ODT particle dispersion of finite Stokes number particles in homogeneous
turbulence as experimentally manifest in grid-generated turbulence.22, 23

There are two phenomena of interest related to finite-Stokes number particles. First, inertial
particles will have some slip relative to the fluid since they respond more gradually to accelerations.
This leads to reduced particle fluctuations relative to the fluid.22, 24 Second, particles acted on by
body forces will have a finite mean velocity that tends to reduce the autocorrelation time as observed
by particles in what Yudine25 referred to as the “effect of crossing trajectories.” This arises because
the particles continuously change their fluid environment and are not acted upon for as long as a
given eddy lifetime. We will show here that the ODT particle dispersion model captures both of
these phenomena through comparison with measurements in Sec. III and through analysis of the
model itself in Sec. IV. First, we review the ODT model and describe two approaches to coupling
particle evolution with the ODT model in Sec. II. We then present results of the particle dispersion in
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Sec. III, followed by a discussion focusing on the sensitivity of various statistics to the ODT particle
parameter βp in Sec. IV.

II. MODEL FORMULATION

This section summarizes the ODT model and its implementation, along with the Lagrangian
particle models applied and developed. In the following discussion, y is the line direction, x is the
streamwise flow direction (when relevant, as in grid turbulence), and z is a spanwise direction. The
ODT line is generally aligned with the direction of mean shear (cross-stream, as in jets), although
in the grid turbulence studied here it is along one of the directions transverse to the flow.

A. ODT model description

The ODT model used in this study has been described in detail in Ref. 14. A brief summary and
description of the model is provided in this section and parallels the discussion in Ref. 19. ODT is
a stochastic model for turbulent flows that solves the unsteady, one-dimensional transport equations
(diffusion equations) for mass, momentum, and optionally other scalars, such as energy and chemical
species. Because the model is one-dimensional, turbulent advection cannot be computed directly.
Instead, effects of turbulent advection are modeled by a stochastic mapping processes called eddy
events that are implemented as so-called triplet maps, which rearrange fluid in the domain in a
manner consistent with turbulent scaling laws. These eddy events are performed concurrently with
the solution of the diffusion equations.

Eddy events are parameterized by the eddy location y0, eddy size l, and corresponding eddy
timescale τ e that depends on y0 and l. The size, location, and frequency of eddies occur stochastically
on the domain as described below. Each eddy event is implemented as a triplet map that consists of
replacing each scalar in the eddy region with three copies of the scalar, each compressed spatially by a
factor of three and lined up along the eddy region, with the central copy spatially inverted. The triplet
map is consistent with the behavior of a canonical turbulent eddy in that it is continuous, conservative
of all quantities (measure preserving), increases scalar gradients, and decreases length scales locally
(by the factor-of-three compression). This compression is facilitated in the current implementation
by the use of an automatically adapted computational grid, with assumed piecewise-constant scalar
profiles in each grid control volume. An adaptive grid is convenient, but not necessary, as several
discrete implementations have been used (including the original implementation of the model11).
The adaptive formulation avoids the need for a discrete transport correction,26 and eddy sizes are
not limited to multiples of three times the grid spacing. In the present implementation, grid cells are
split where the edges of the eddy intersect the cell.

The specification of eddies is dependent on the spatially evolving momentum fields. Eddies
are more likely in regions of high shear, and shear is locally increased by triplet maps, resulting in
an eddy cascade. The diffusive advancement of the velocity fields smooths the flow with viscous
dissipation concentrated at the smallest scales.

Eddies occur stochastically on the domain as follows. For any given eddy (y0, l), there is an
eddy timescale τ e(y0, l) defined by the scaling Ekin ≈ 1

2ρl3/τ 2
e , where Ekin is a measure of the fluid

kinetic energy in the eddy region. The eddy timescale τ e is computed as

1

τe
= C

√
2

ρl3
(Ekin − Z Evp). (2)

Here, Ekin = 1
2ρl(u2

k + v2
k + w2

k ), is a measure of the local kinetic energy,14 and the Evp = 1
2μ2/ρl

term is a viscous penalty to suppress small eddies. uk is defined as uk = 1
l2

∫ y0+l
y0

u(y)K (y)dy, where
K(y) is a kernel function equal to the spatial displacements defined by the triplet map; vk and wk are
defined similarly. This measure of the local kinetic energy over the scale l is analogous to a Fourier
coefficient or similar measure of the energy spectrum, and it does not allow a precise determination
of the eddy rate. To account for this, C and Z are adjustable eddy rate and viscous penalty model
parameters, respectively. The parameter C is important in determining the rate of dissipation, while
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the parameter Z is primarily a numerical expedient to avoid excessive sub-Kolmogorov scale eddy
events that are rapidly dissipated.

An eddy rate per position y0 and per eddy length l is defined as λ(y0, l) = (τ el2)−1. The total rate
of all eddies is then � = ∫∫

λdy0dl, and we can define P(y0, l) = λ(y0, l)/� as the joint probability
density function (PDF) of eddy sizes and locations. Eddies could then be sampled from P(y0, l) at
times selected from a Poisson process with mean rate �. In practice, P(y0, l) is prohibitively expensive
to compute since the velocity profiles (hence τ e) are constantly evolving by diffusive relaxation and
stochastic eddy events. This would require continual re-calculation of the two-dimensional PDF.
Instead, an analytic estimation of P is specified, denoted P̃(y0, l), and is used with a thinning
process27 based on the rejection method.28 Eddies are sampled from P̃(y0, l), and accepted with
probability

Pa = �ts
τel2 P̃(y0, l)

. (3)

Candidate eddy occurrence times are sampled from a Poisson processes with rate 1/�ts, which is
specified to yield an acceptable eddy acceptance probability (Pa � 1).

The solution evolution procedure is as follows. Beginning with the initial condition, a candidate
eddy is sampled from P̃(y0, l), and the occurrence time is sampled as a Poisson process with mean
rate 1/�ts. The eddy is accepted or rejected with probability Pa given above. If rejected, the process
is repeated, keeping track of cumulative sampled time Ts, c. If accepted, the eddy is implemented, and
the diffusion process is solved for a time duration of Ts, c. (Diffusive advancement is also performed
to advance the solution in the event that no eddies occur within a small factor of the characteristic
grid diffusion timescale.) Further details of the eddy selection procedure, along with the form of
P̃(y0, l) are given in Ref. 14.

The time �ts is initialized as �ts = 0.1Pa �y
2
/νn, where n is the number of grid points, ν is

the kinematic viscosity, �y is the average grid spacing, and Pa is a specified average acceptance

probability (here set to 0.02). �y
2
/ν is a diffusive timescale (approximate lower bound on an eddy

timescale) at the grid cell size, and the factor 1/n reflects the proportionality of the total rate to the
domain size. �ts is dynamically adjusted during the simulation to maintain the specified Pa .

In the vector formulation of ODT (three velocity components evolved), pressure scrambling and
return-to-isotropy effects are modeled by adjusting the triplet mapped velocities by adding a term
ciK(y), where subscript i denotes the velocity component, and ci is given by12

ci = l2∫ y0+l
y0

K (y)2dy

(
−ui,k + sgn(ui,k)

√
1

3

∑
i

u2
i,k

)
. (4)

Here, a large eddy suppression mechanism13, 16, 18 is incorporated, in which the criteria applied is

l ≤ βles × L0(t/t0)a, (5)

where L0(t/t0)a is the time-evolving integral scale taken from the experimental measurements22

where it is found that L0 = 2.8 cm, t0 = 0.159 s (x/M = 41), and a = 0.45; β les is an adjustable
parameter that sets limits on improbably large eddy occurrences.

The diffusive advancement portion of the simulation consists of solving three components
of the momentum equations (velocity equations). The vector formulation12 of ODT solves three
components of the velocity in order to account for return-to-isotropy effects. They are also important
in the particle model discussed below. These velocities are primarily used in specifying the eddy
event frequencies, and are solved as scalar momentum equations in the diffusive advancement, but
otherwise do not act as advecting velocities (except as detailed in Sec. II B). Advection is modeled
with the eddy events.

The solution is evolved on a finite-volume computational grid. A Lagrangian formulation is
applied and grid cells are allowed to expand and contract with the flow (which does not occur in
the incompressible simulations presented here). The mass balance in this formulation reduces to
ρ�y = constant for any given grid cell. The momentum equations discretized for a given grid cell
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are given by

duk

dt
= − 1

ρ�y
(σk,e − σk,w), (6)

where uk is one of u, v, or w, and σ k is component viscous stress modeled as

σk = −μ
duk

dy
. (7)

The subscripts e and w denote the east and west cell faces. If a pressure gradient is imposed (in a
channel flow, say), the corresponding term is applied to the momentum equations.

The equations are normally solved using the explicit Euler method for efficiency, but the second
order Modified Midpoint method29 is also implemented for comparison. Spatial derivatives are
evaluated using second order (on uniform grids) central differences.

Mesh adaption is applied during implementation of eddy events, and before and after diffusive
advancement. Grid positions are based on a uniform scalar arc length profile between cells with
limitations on the minimum allowed cell size (to avoid unphysically small cells by merging with a
neighbor), and a constraint on the relative sizes between two adjacent cells. See Ref. 14 for more
details.

B. Lagrangian particle model

The description and implementation of the Lagrangian particle model is summarized in this
section. These models are based on the original work of Schmidt.20, 21 Schmidt outlined several
possible Lagrangian particle models in ODT, and implemented one in particular termed Type-I that
was used to study particle laden channel flow.20 Here, we summarize our implementation of this
model.

For relatively small particles in dilute flows, the following drag law describing the particle
motion is used for coordinate direction i:

dvp,i

dt
= − 1

τp
(vp,i − vg,i ) + gi . (8)

Here, gi is the acceleration associated with any body force, τp = ρpd2
p/18 μ f , and

f = 1 + 0.15Re0.687
p , where Rep = ρgdp|�vg − �vp|/μ. Subscript p refers to particles and subscript

g refers to the fluid. This paper focuses on fundamental understanding of the behavior of individual
particles assuming one-way coupling that ignores the effect of particles on the fluid phase, though
two-way coupling during advection and diffusion processes is implemented, and will be described
in future work.

In ODT, the turbulent advection process is modeled as a sequence of instantaneous triplet maps
as discussed above. The particle evolution according to Eq. (8) suggests a continuous process.
This dichotomy leads to at least two alternate approaches to coupling the particle evolution with
that of the ODT fluid evolution. The Type-I approach, discussed here, implements particle-eddy
interactions (PEIs) as instantaneous displacements, and particle momentum changes according to
the instantaneous triplet-map fluid displacements. In this sense, the particle-eddy interactions are
in the spirit of Einstein’s description of Brownian motion.4 Another approach, termed Type-C21

allows eddies to affect particles continuously over the eddy time scale together with the diffusion
evolution by mapping the effective eddy velocity over time and space. The Type-C implementation
is more analogous to Taylor’s description of fluid dispersion.5 However, the Type-C model does not
preserve the tracer-particle limit, which the Type-I model does preserve, discussed below. Due to
the importance of Taylor’s5 work, below we derive related quantities for the Type-I approach.

Particles interact with the fluid during the instantaneous eddy events that account for turbulent
advection and during the diffusive advancement. During diffusive advancement the particle drag
law is integrated (velocity and position) along with the fluid equations. The fluid velocity in Eq. (8)
is the local ODT velocity component in the off-line directions, but is zero in the line-direction (for
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incompressible flows) since the advection in this direction is treated through the eddy events and
continuity implies zero advecting velocity on the one-dimensional ODT line.

The primary advection mechanism through which dispersion is modeled within the context of
ODT is through PEIs. An eddy (triplet map) results in fluid displacement and the PEI consists of
computing the particle velocity and displacement in response to this fluid displacement during the
eddy event. Eddy events occur instantaneously, and in the Type-I model the PEI is also implemented
instantaneously. However, to compute the PEI, integration is performed in a so-called PEI time
coordinate t.

In the PEI time coordinate t, each eddy is conceptualized as a cubical eddy box (though extents
in different directions could be varied). In other words, an eddy exists in a defined three-dimensional
space for a defined duration. The velocity and the relative motion of the particle and the eddy box are
tracked to allow the prediction of the crossing-trajectory effect. The particle is assumed initially to be
in the center of the box in the off-line directions (x, z), and at its initial location in the line-direction
(y). The eddy box is stationary in the line-direction as per continuity, but moves in the off-line
directions with velocity components equal to the fluid velocity components at the initial location of
the particle in the box. An alternative for the off-line box velocities is to use the average of the local
ODT velocity components.21 However, this may result in particles crossing out of the eddy box in
the tracer-particle limit (which should not happen) due to the difference in the particle and eddy box
velocities.

The particle can interact with an eddy over the minimum of two durations: (1) the duration of
the eddy, or (2) the time over which the particle remains within the conceptual eddy box. The eddy
duration is related to the eddy rate, Eq. (2), but it is not strictly the inverse of the eddy rate τ e. Rather,
the eddy rate is only proportional to a local measure of the velocity fluctuations, Ekin, over the eddy
length l. To account for the well-known eddy-crossing phenomenon, a measure of this eddy duration
is required. For models of the random walk class in the context of k-ε modeling, this time scale is of
the form

√
3/2C3/4

μ k/ε and the eddy length scale is similarly modeled1, 9, 10 as C3/4
μ k3/2/ε. In those

models, a proportionality constant is determined through calibration with experimental data, and
a similar approach is required in relating the eddy rate to the eddy duration in ODT. This relation
between the eddy rate, 1/τ e, and the eddy duration is ti,max = βpτe, which is the maximum PEI time.
In general, ti = min(βpτe, tc), where tc is the time at which the particle exits the eddy box. Here,
βp is an adjustable parameter discussed in detail in Sec. IV.

The eddy exit time tc is computed by integrating the drag law given in Eq. (8) and solving for the
exit time (assuming the particle is not captured by the eddy, in which case ti = βpτe). This is done
in all three directions, and the minimum time is taken. The solution to Eq. (8), assuming constant f
in τ p, and using dyp,i/dt = vp,i , is given by

vp,i = vg,i + τpgi − (τpgi + vg,i − vo
p,i )e

−t/τp , (9)

yp,i = yo
p,i + vg,i t + τpgi t (10)

− τp(τpgi + vg,i − vo
p,i )(1 − e−t/τp ),

where vo
p,i , and yo

p,i are the initial particle velocity and location, respectively.
Given the interaction time ti , the line-directed particle position yp and velocity vp are computed

by integrating a modified version of the particle drag law for time ti . Because the drag law is also
integrated during the diffusive advancement in the simulation time coordinate, it is important that
the PEI only alters the eddy position and velocity due to the eddy contribution. This is done by
taking the difference of the particle velocity computed in Eq. (9) and the particle velocity using the
same equation with the gas velocity set equal to zero. The same is done for the particle position. The
resulting triplet map-induced changes are

�vp = vg(1 − e−ti /τp ), (11)

�yp = vgti − vgτp(1 − e−ti /τp ), (12)
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FIG. 1. Maps of eddy sizes, locations, and occurrence times for a typical ODT realization for decaying homogeneous
turbulence. Plot (a) shows instantaneous eddy locations; plot (b) shows eddy box extents for the particle eddy interactions
(PEI) in the PEI time coordinate t.

and the post triplet map state is vp = vo
p + �vp, yp = yo

p + �yp. In these equations, the gas velocity
is vg = δy/βpτe, where δy is the local fluid particle displacement defined by the triplet map.

During the PEI, the x and z velocity components (u and w) are used only to compute tc and
hence ti , but the particle velocity in those off-line directions is not modified during the PEI process
because these particles evolve during diffusive advancement over the full simulation time under the
influence of the locally evolving ODT fluid velocity in those directions. As particles are confined to
the ODT line, there are no advective displacements of particles in the x and z directions. However,
since the particles and fluid retain velocity components in these directions, these components may
be integrated to study, e.g., streamwise particle dispersion.

Figure 1(a) shows the size, location, and occurrence time of eddies in a typical ODT realization
of grid-generated turbulence.22, 23 The instantaneous eddies are denoted by horizontal line segments.
The extent of the eddies in the PEI time coordinate t is depicted in Fig. 1(b), though this does not
show the full eddy-box size, and the motion of the eddy boxes as has been described.

The Type-I formulation described has the important and desired effect of satisfying the tracer
(τ p → 0) and ballistic (τ p → ∞) limits. In the tracer limit, the final particle position matches the fluid
particle position induced by the triplet map since �yp = vgti = δy for ti = βpτe and vg = δy/βpτe.
In the tracer limit, the particle velocity after the eddy is vg = δy/βpτe (the ODT-aligned eddy
velocity component), but relaxes instantaneously to the zero gas velocity during the subsequent
diffusive advancement. In the ballistic limit, the particle velocity and position are unchanged by the
eddy. Inertial particles show intermediate behavior.

III. RESULTS

In this section, model predictions are presented, first at the level of properties that can be derived
directly from the model and then through comparison with available literature results.

A. Grid-generated turbulence

The particle dispersion model is compared to the experimental decaying grid turbulence results
of Snyder and Lumley22 and Wells and Stock.23 Snyder and Lumley22 studied the particle motion
in a vertical wind tunnel, in which four particle types were used: hollow glass (HG), corn pollen
(CP), solid glass (SG), and copper (Cu). The HG particles are similar to fluid particles due to the
small particle timescale compared to the Kolmogorov scale. Since the behavior of the solid glass
is nearly identical to the copper, results are presented for the HG, CP, and SG particles. Wells and
Stock23 studied glass beads of two sizes in a horizontal wind tunnel, where the particle body force
was altered by means of an electric field. Both experimental wind tunnels were operated under
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TABLE I. Particle properties of Snyder and Lumley.22

Hollow glass Corn pollen Solid glass

Diameter (μm) 46.5 87 87
Density (kg/m3) 260 1000 2500
τp f = ρpd2

p/18μ (ms) 1.7 23 58

similar conditions with grid spacing M =2.54 cm and a mean velocity U0 = 6.55 m/s. The particle
properties are listed in Tables I and II.

The ODT simulations are conducted using a 0.508 m (20 M) domain width. The initial velocity
profile is taken as a sine wave (as done by Kerstein11): u(y, 0) = u0sin (2πy/M), where u0 =
U

√
2S/(1 − S) gives a u variance in the grid-plane equal to the variance in a uniform profile with u

= 0 for a grid-blocked area fraction S, and u = U/(1 − S) for an open area fraction 1 − S. The v and
w velocity components are initially zero. Simulations were performed using 2048 ODT realizations
each with a single particle of a given type initially located in the center of the domain.

Because of the reduced geometrical fidelity inherent in ODT for prediction of actual flows like
the decaying wind tunnel turbulence here, some adjustment of model parameters is required, here
the root-mean-square (RMS) gas velocity fluctuations and the gas dispersion evolution. To match
the measured velocity fluctuations, the ODT parameters C = 5.2 and Z = 10 are determined. Fluid
dispersion is sensitive to the acceptance of improbable eddy events, that is, eddies that are accepted
even if Pa in Eq. (3) is small, since these improbable events tend to involve large displacements.
To match fluid particle dispersion, we limit the maximum eddy size to a factor of the measured
integral length scale as described in Eq. (5) using β les = 2.4. Parameters for Eq. (5), t0 = 0.159 s and
L0 = 0.028 m, are obtained from measurements by Snyder and Lumley.22

The determination and sensitivity of ODT parameters C, Z, and β les has been discussed in
the literature.18, 19, 30 In general, predictions are sensitive to parameter C that controls the rate of
fluctuation dissipation but insensitive to parameter Z. The focus of this paper is on particle dispersion,
and the sensitivity to the particle parameter βp is discussed in Sec. IV. The parameter βp is specified
based only on the particle dispersion and independently of the flow parameters C, Z, and β les that
are set based on the fluid evolution.

Figure 2 shows the decay of the streamwise RMS velocity compared to the experimental data.
Both the measurements and predictions follow a power-law decay with an exponent of −1.2. The
Wells and Stock23 measurements have a similar u′ decay rate but lower turbulent intensity at a given
location; their data agree with Snyder and Lumley22 when shifted 15M to the right31 as shown in
Fig. 2. The gas decay curve in Fig. 2 can be matched by ODT using no large eddy suppression (with
a different C parameter), but the resulting particle dispersion is incorrect due to the occurrence of
unphysically large eddies causing disproportionate particle dispersion.

TABLE II. Particle properties of Wells and Stock.23

Diameter Density τ pf Terminal Particle
(μm) (kg/m3) (ms) velocity (cm/s) acceleration (m/s2)

5 2475 0.192 5.86 305.2
17.06 888.5
20.91 1089.1
23.65 1231.8

57 2420 24.4 0 0
25.8 10.6
54.5 22.3
108 44.3
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FIG. 2. Normalized RMS streamwise velocity fluctuations: predictions and experiments of Snyder and Lumley22 (SL), and
Wells and Stock23 (WS) on log (a) and linear (b) scales. The WS shifted data are Wells and Stock measurements shifted 15M
to the right.

B. Particle dispersion

The ODT model mean square dispersion �y2
p (where �yp is the RMS particle displacement)

predictions with βp = 0.05 are shown with experimental measurements from Snyder and Lumley22

for the three particle types in Fig. 3. The reference position for dispersion of a given particle
is consistent with the first experimental camera, which was located at x/M = 68. The greatest
dispersion is obtained by the hollow glass, with dispersion decreasing for the corn pollen and solid
glass. The dispersion trend in Fig. 3 is consistent with eddy trajectory crossing being the factor that
limits dispersion: particles with larger τ p and larger settling velocities vd are less affected by eddies.

To better understand the role of the settling velocity and the crossing trajectory effect, Wells
and Stock23 measured dispersion as a function of vd by using charged particles and varying the
electric field strength. Figure 4 shows that in ODT particles also disperse less as particle settling
velocity, vd = τ pg (where g is the resulting electric field acceleration), increases in agreement with
the trajectory-crossing theory24 and measurements.23 Wells and Stock23 did not specify the reference
position in their published results, and in this study, the particle dispersion is referenced to x/M =
15. As the results for the 57 μm particles in Fig. 4 show, the crossing-trajectories effect significantly
influences dispersion with the different particle terminal settling velocities considered.

Figure 5 compares the evolution of eddy time scale βpτ e with βp = 0.05 to different particle
relaxation time scales τ p. The plotted evolution time is relative to the particle dispersion reference
location (time zero). The eddy time scale is roughly lognormally distributed, varying over orders
of magnitude as expected, and particles in ODT experience the full spectrum of time scales. Other
characteristics of lognormally distributed variables are that the mean is larger than the most typical
value and that the RMS is comparable to the mean value, both of which are plotted in Fig. 5. The
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FIG. 3. Comparison of ODT and experimental particle dispersion of Snyder and Lumley.22
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FIG. 4. Comparison of ODT and Wells and Stock23 particle dispersion for 57 μm particles for four terminal velocities shown
in the legend in units of cm/s.

Snyder and Lumley22 particle time scales, τ p are plotted as horizontal lines in Fig. 5. It is seen
that a large number of eddies have time scales, βpτ e, smaller than the particle time scales. Initially,
most eddies are small and the corn pollen and solid glass particle timescales are greater than the
mean eddy timescales. At positive times, the corn pollen and solid glass particles have particle time
scales similar to the eddy timescales, though the eddy timescales are generally above the corn pollen
timescale, while for the solid glass the mean eddy timescale transitions from above to below the
solid glass timescale at around 0.2 s. Conversely, the hollow glass timescale is much smaller than
the eddy timescales at positive times.

Particle inertial effect and the crossing trajectory effect are the two most significant features in
understanding particle dispersion for configurations studied here. The dispersion coefficient relative
to that of a fluid tracer is plotted in Fig. 6 as a function of a dimensionless particle settling velocity
analogous to a particle Froude number. The velocity fluctuation used in the normalization is u′ = 0.1
m/s. The particle terminal settling velocity is normalized by the fluid RMS velocity fluctuations so
that this normalization is equivalent to a normalized particle time constant if the body forces are all
equal. The review of Loth2 shows similar results of finite τ p dispersion coefficients normalized by
the tracer dispersion coefficient. For given fixed gravity shown in Fig. 6(a), γ = vd/u′ = gτp/u′ is
varied by varying τ p. In that figure, small light particles disperse at similar rates to fluid elements, and
large heavy particles disperse much less as expected. Figure 6(b) shows results varying the terminal
velocity through the externally imposed electric field, for the two particle sizes (separated by the
vertical dotted line) measured by Wells and Stock.23 When the terminal velocity, vd , approaches
zero, the crossing trajectory effect becomes trivial and particles remain trapped inside an eddy and
behave like fluid particles. However, as vd increases, particle traversal of the eddy takes over the
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FIG. 5. Scatter plot of eddy time scales with the corresponding mean and RMS along with particle time scales. Time zero is
the dispersion reference time. Eddy information is collected from 10 representative realizations.
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FIG. 6. Normalized particle dispersion versus normalized particle terminal velocity for various βp (shown in the legends).
Plot (a) shows simulation results versus γ where γ is varied by varying τ p (with vd = gτp), and compares to measurements
of Snyder and Lumley.22 Plot (b) shows results versus γ where γ is varied by varying particle acceleration for two particle
sizes (5 μm and 57 μm to the left and right, respectively, of the vertical dotted line), compared to measurements of Wells and
Stock.23

interaction and reduces particle dispersion. ODT predictions in those plots are shown for multiple
values of the parameter βp with the chosen value of βp = 0.05 matching the data well. Further
discussion of the effect of βp is given in Sec. IV. Experimental results are also shown in Fig. 6 for
comparison.

C. Derived statistics

While the Type-I particle-eddy interaction model provides instantaneous displacements as in
the Einsteinian approach, it is possible to determine the particle velocity statistics that lead to those
displacements. This velocity profile is termed the particle velocity history vph , and is computed by
modifying the particle velocity computed during the continuous diffusive advancement to account
for the advection. For a given PEI, the particle velocity profile for a time ti before the eddy occurrence
time teo is modified so that the particle displacement due to the resulting velocity history is what
results from the instantaneous triplet map. That is,

vph(t) =
{

vp + vg(1 − e−(teo−t)/τp ) if teo − ti ≤ t ≤ teo,

vp otherwise.

This effectively maps the advective velocity in the Type-I PEI time coordinate to the real coordinate
so that particle velocity statistics may be computed. Note that vph does not affect the actual particle
evolution during the simulation but is computed for comparison of ODT results with traditional
velocity-fluctuation and correlation-time models.

Given these particle velocity histories, particle velocity statistics are computed for the conditions
of the comparisons in the following discussion. Since the velocity fluctuations decay as shown in
Fig. 2, statistics are taken 0.2 s after the particle injection reference point (x/M = 68). To smooth
the velocity statistics, we take advantage of the fact that the inverse particle kinetic energy decay
(1/v2

ph) is essentially linear with respect to the fluid evolution time, and we compute a linear fit over
the simulation time 0.2 ± 0.1 s and interpolate to the statistic of interest at 0.2 s.

The particle velocity fluctuations normalized by the fluid tracer velocity fluctuations are plotted
in Fig. 7 as a function of the particle Stokes number, Stp = τp/(βpτe) where βpτe = 0.053 is the
average eddy time scale at 0.2 s plotted in Fig. 5. The fluid tracer velocity fluctuations are computed
similar to the particles by fluid element displacements by triplet maps. The experimental data22 are
also shown normalized by the reported gas turbulence velocities. As expected, particles with larger
Stokes numbers experience reduced fluctuations. This is a direct consequence of the dependence of
the ratio ti/τp appearing in Eq. (11), but two effects contribute to this. Larger τ p or larger Stokes
number particles have a reduced response to rapid turbulence fluctuations; that is, the particles act
as a low-pass filter because of the ratio of fluid to particle time scales. Also, larger τ p particles have
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FIG. 7. Particle velocity fluctuation as a function of particle Stokes number.

larger terminal velocities under the influence of body forces leading to a reduction in ti/τp through
the crossing trajectory effect. These effects will be further discussed in Sec. IV.

The particle velocity histories can also be used to determine the particle Lagrangian integral
time scale, or the autocorrelation time. These results have been computed and will be shown as
a function of both τ p and βp in Sec. IV. The product of this particle time scale and the velocity
fluctuations in Fig. 7 gives the dispersion coefficient following Taylor’s5 approach. Here, we note
that the derived particle velocity history statistics suggest that reduced dispersion at larger τ p (Fig. 6)
can be attributed more to variations in the particle velocity fluctuations (Fig. 7) than the integral time
scale given the βp selected here for the ODT model. This will be described further below.

IV. DISCUSSION

The implementation of particles into ODT introduces a single parameter, βp, that relates the
turbulence characteristics to the particle-eddy interaction time by scaling the turbulent time scales.
This type of parameter is common to other particle-turbulence interaction models.1, 9, 10 To allow the
model to match the tracer particle limit, βp plays an additional role in the context of ODT since the
triplet-map driven fluid velocities are determined by vg = δy/(βpτe). In this section, we discuss the
variation in predictions associated with different values of βp.

In Fig. 6, the predictions of relative particle dispersion coefficients for several values of βp were
given. In the regime where crossing trajectory effects are important (large particle Stokes or Froude
numbers), larger βp results in reduced dispersion. This arises because of the influence that βp has
on the interaction time ti together with the eddy velocity vg .

The total displacement associated with an eddy is determined by the combination of the displace-
ment during the eddy event given by Eq. (12) and the resulting drift during a deceleration when the
particle leaves the eddy with the velocity increment given by Eq. (11): �yp = vg(1 − exp(−ti/τp)).
For v0

p,i = 0 and a post-eddy relaxation time much greater than τ p the total displacement per eddy,
�yPEI is �yP E I = tiδy/(βpτe) (here deterministic displacement due to body forces is not counted).
When eddy-crossing is not occurring (tc > βpτe), the interaction time is simply ti = βpτe and the
displacement per eddy reduces to �yPEI = δy. This is appropriately equivalent to the fluid dispersion
and corresponds to the horizontal asymptote in Fig. 6.

Eddy crossing is typically associated with a body-force driven settling velocity. Assuming the
particle has reached its terminal velocity, the expected crossing time is tc ≈ l/(2gτp) where the
factor of two assumes the eddy length to be crossed is l/2 on average. With this as the interaction
time, when tc < βpτe the displacement per eddy is �yPEI = lδy/(2gβpτ eτ p) leading to the reduced
dispersion in this limit seen in Fig. 6.

To better understand the ODT dispersion predictions, it is instructive to identify the scaling
present in the model. The particle dispersion coefficient may be written as Dp = �y2

P E I /�tP E I ,
where �tPEI is the time between eddy interactions. Taking �yPEI = lδy/(2gβpτ eτ p), and �tPEI = τ e
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FIG. 8. Prediction of turbulent kinetic energy of particles in the study of Snyder and Lumley22 with and without gravitational
body forces.

gives

Dp =
(

lδy

2gβpτeτp

)2 1

τe
, (13)

that is, Dp ∼ 1/τ 2
p in the trajectory-crossing dominated regime. This result is consistent with

Fig. 6(a), where the slope of all the simulation curves on the log-log plot is −2 at large τ p.
In the high drift velocity trajectory crossing limit, the rate of eddy interactions is more appropri-

ately 1/ti . This yields Dp ∼ 1/τ p, and gives Dp essentially the same as that presented by Csanady24

in the trajectory crossing limit. The 1/τ 2
p dependence of Dp in the Type-I model is a consequence

of the ODT eddy rate determining the frequency of dispersion events instead of being dominated
by the motion of particles from one eddy to another, which would give the rate 1/ti = 2gτp/ l. In
cases of high trajectory crossing, a rigorous and physically consistent treatment of the fluid-particle
interactions would be to use the spatial formulation of ODT in which the ODT line is advanced
in the streamwise direction from one spatial location (perpendicular to the ODT line) to another
using boundary layer-type equations.14 In advancing the ODT line, particles or fluid parcels with
higher streamwise velocities have lower implied residence times. Nevertheless, the ODT captures
the dispersion well for the range of particles studied here.

Besides scaling the eddy interaction time, the parameter βp also directly influences the particle
velocity by scaling the eddy velocity vg = δy/(βpτe) in Eqs. (9) through (12). These dual effects
complicate the effect of βp on the particle velocity. Figure 8 shows the particle kinetic energy
normalized by that of the tracer particles as a function of βp. Results are shown with and without
gravitational body forces. Values are computed at 0.2 s as in Fig. 7. Particles are known to act as
a low-pass filter,24 following to a lesser degree those motions where ti � τp. This suggests that
for small fluid time scales corresponding to small ti = βpτe (or small βp) particle fluctuations will
be reduced with respect to fluid tracer fluctuations. This behavior is observed in Fig. 8, where the
kinetic energy ratio is small for small βp and rises toward unity with increasing βp in the no-gravity
simulations.

With gravity effects included, similar behavior occurs at small βp, where the eddy time (βpτ e)
is small so that increasing βp increases the interaction time, and hence the kinetic energy ratio.
Trajectory crossing is minimal for the smallest βp, but as βp further increases trajectory crossing
occurs, which limits the interaction time to ti = tc = l/2gτp even as the eddy time (βpτ e) increases.
Particles interacting with these longer fluid time scales will see reduced fluctuations because of the
reduced interaction time leading to the decay in v2

p/v
2
tracer for corn pollen and solid glass particles

observed in Fig. 8 for large βp. βp also affects the point where tc = l/(2gτp) < βpτe. The peak in the
curves (indicating the transition to trajectory crossing) moves to smaller βb for larger τ p particles.
Note that trajectory crossing is minimal for the HG particles, and the HG curves with and without
gravity effects are essentially the same. For βp = 0.05, v2

p/v
2
tracer is significantly reduced for the

corn pollen and solid glass as shown in Fig. 7.
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FIG. 9. Prediction of particle autocorrelation integral time scale as a function of βp with and without body forces (a), and as
a function of τ p for hollow glass, corn pollen, and solid glass particles with and without body forces at several βp (b).

In the approach of Taylor5 to fluid and particle dispersion, the product of the velocity fluctuations
and the autocorrelation time determine the dispersion. In Fig. 9, we plot the Lagrangian particle
integral time scale defined from the integral of the particle velocity autocorrelation, computed using
vph , at the dispersion reference time. Figure 9(a) shows predictions plotted versus βp for hollow
glass, corn pollen, and solid glass particles, both with and without body forces. Figure 9(b) shows
similar predictions for the autocorrelation time scale versus τ p for several values of βp. In the
regime where experimental measurements are made, analysis of those measurements suggest that
the trajectory crossing effect plays a strong role in reducing the autocorrelation time as the particle
time constant increases. Here, we show that this behavior depends on the value selected for βp in
ODT particle dispersion.

The results in Fig. 9 illustrate two competing effects discussed in the next paragraphs: (1) an
increase in the autocorrelation integral time scale with increasing τ p in the absence of trajectory
crossing; and (2) a decrease in integral time scale with increasing trajectory crossing. The first
effect is clear: larger τ p implies a higher particle inertia and a longer response time to imposed
fluid fluctuations, which increases the particle autocorrelation and hence the integral time scale. The
second effect results from particles that move from one eddy environment with a given local fluid
velocity to another, resulting in lower particle velocity correlations and lower integral time scales.
Larger τ p particles have higher trajectory crossing due do having a higher terminal settling velocity
vd = τpg. Hence, higher τ p normally increases the autocorrelation time, but higher τ p results in
higher trajectory crossing, which tends to decrease the autocorrelation time.

Consider the autocorrelation time in the absence of body forces (Fig. 9(a) no-g results). In that
case, trajectory crossing is minimal, and it is seen that the autocorrelation time increases with τ p due
to the increased inertia of the particles. Due to the discrete nature of the eddy velocities, when βp is
small this effect is strong: the relative change in the autocorrelation time is dominated by this inertial
effect for small βp. This is true even when body forces are present. Because this is a consequence of
the discrete nature of the ODT displacements and associated profile for vg , the authors suggest that
the inertial effect described here is stronger than would be experienced in an actual flow. Without
body forces, Fig. 9(a), when βp is large, the discrete changes in the eddy velocity are smaller and
βpτ e/τ p is large so the integral timescale changes more slowly with βp.

With body forces present, at small βp trajectory crossing is still not significant. In this case,
Fig. 9(b) with βp = 0.001 shows a clear increase in the autocorrelation time with increasing τ p

due to the inertial effect. Conversely, consider the βp = 0.5 case, where trajectory crossing occurs.
As τ p increases, the terminal velocity increases, resulting in more trajectory crossing and a shorter
interaction time as particles transition from one eddy to another. The decrease in the integral timescale
with increasing τ p for this case occurs because the trajectory crossing effect is stronger than the
inertia effect. In the limit of high τ p (not shown), this trend reverses: the inertia effect dominates,
and the integral scale again increases. In this limit, the integral time scale is not dependent on the
value of βp. At βp = 0.05, the inertia and trajectory crossing effects approximately balance. The
experimental data show a slight decrease, due to trajectory crossing.
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FIG. 10. Fraction of particle eddy interactions that result in particle crossing before the eddy duration βpτ e, for several
values of βp.

As expected, the results are sensitive to βp because βp directly scales ti,max , and hence the
trajectory crossing propensity. It is interesting that the ODT model is able to directly probe these
effects.

The crossing trajectory dependence on βp and τ p is highlighted in Fig. 10(a), which shows
the fraction of all eddy interactions that result in particles crossing out of the eddy before the eddy
is complete (before βpτ e). These data are computed for times between 0 and 0.5 relative to the
dispersion reference time. In smaller time windows, the curve shapes are the same, but slightly
shifted as the eddy sizes change relative to the particle timescales (see Fig. 5). At low βp, almost no
eddy crossings occur for any particle τ p. At the highest βp, particles with τ p > 0.005 s nearly always
cross the eddies. βp = 0.05 is strongly transitional, and accounts for the relatively small change
in the integral time scale for that βp in Fig. 9(b). That is, as τ p increases, there is an approximate
cancellation between the inertial effect tending to increase the integral time scale, and the increasing
trajectory crossing tending to decrease the integral time scale.

Figure 10(b) shows the crossing fraction versus the quantity Rpei, ec = 2gτ e(βpτ p)/l, which is the
ratio of the maximum particle-eddy interaction time βpτ e to the eddy crossing time at the terminal
velocity, tc = l/(2gτp), given previously. When the crossing fraction is plotted versus this ratio, the
predicted crossing fraction versus time ratio collapses onto a single curve. Here, τ e = 0.95 s and l
= 4.1 mm are taken as the average values in time interval from 0 to 0.5 s. Note that the crossing
fraction begins to increase sharply when the time ratio is unity, with nearly all particles crossing
eddies when the time ratio exceeds ten. Similar to the crossing fraction, the dispersion coefficients
shown in Fig. 6(a) depend on the ratio Rpei, ec and collapse to a single curve when Dp/Ds plotted
versus this ratio. In Fig. 6, the abscissa γ = τ pg/u′ is equivalent to Rpei, ec if u′ = l/2βpτ e.

The ODT particle model presented above is able to capture the key features of particle dispersion
for a wide range of particle timescales and body forces. There are several limitations of the model as
presented. In a Type-I interaction, the PEIs are necessarily instantaneous. In order to avoid double
counting the diffusion processes, a splitting was required in which the PEI is performed using the
difference of the velocity and position with and without the eddy velocity, as described above. The
instantaneous PEIs complicate the analysis of velocity and position statistics due to the resulting
discontinuities in the particle velocity and position fields. The computation of the particle velocity
history, described above, allows for the determination of velocity and correlation time statistics.
These statistics show the influence of discontinuous eddy velocities, and the present results suggest
that these discontinuous velocities lead to reduced autocorrelation times for small τ p particles.

An alternative to the Type-I model is a Type-C model (“C” for continuous). The Type-C model
differs from the Type-I model in that the PEI occurs continuously during the continuous diffusive
process. While fluid mixing associated with eddies occurs instantaneously, the effect of the eddies
on the particles would be implemented over a finite duration during the diffusive advancement. A
significant drawback to the Type-C interaction is that it does not obey the tracer-particle limit. The
fluid is mapped instantaneously to new locations during an eddy event, but the particles respond
to this fluid motion over a finite time during the diffusive advancement. In applications such as
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combustion, where particle temperature-history effects are important, the correct tracer-limiting
behavior is important.

Another potentially important difference is an apparent time shift. The instantaneous dispersion
observed at a time t in the Type-I interaction is based on the eddy rate at time t, while a Type-C
dispersion, given the eddy rate at time t, only begins at that time and is not completed until an eddy
time scale later. The significance of integral scale fluctuations in dispersion suggests that the Type-C
dispersion is delayed by approximately one integral time scale. This is related to matching the tracer
limit: in the Type-I model, the motion of particle tracer and fluid element dispersion is the same,
while in the Type-C model, the evolution of the particle tracer is delayed relative to the fluid element.

Sensitivity to the βp parameter was discussed in detail above. It was shown that βp scales ti,max

and hence the trajectory crossing effect. A single value of βp was used for a range of τ p and body
forces. We advocate setting the C and β les parameters based on the fluid phase, and βp based on the
particle dispersion. At this point, it is not clear how universal the value for βp is with respect to other
configurations.

The standalone ODT presented here is limited to homogeneous or boundary layer flows. This
constrains the particles to the ODT line and may have adverse consequences in cases where the
particle velocity is significantly different from the gas velocity in the off-line direction. This is
related to the dispersion coefficient dependence on τ p, discussed above. Such differences were not
found to be significant here, however, where relatively large particle terminal velocities were present.
The ODT model has been extended to three dimensions by coupling lattices of ODT lines that run in
three dimensions.32, 33 Such formulations relax the one-dimensional nature of the model and particle-
ODT line constraints. In such formulations, three-dimensional structures are captured at an ODT
lattice spacing scale, with fine scales resolved in one-dimension. These three-dimensional models
may relax the need for the β les parameter, (or rather, the β les parameter may be a fixed factor of the
ODT lattice scale). Closure models are also possible for the C parameter by exploiting consistency
between the energy dissipation at the ODT lattice scale and the individual resolved ODT lines.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A Lagrangian particle model, termed a Type-I model, has been implemented and tested using
the one-dimensional turbulence model in decaying homogeneous turbulence configurations. ODT
has been widely and successfully applied to a number of nonreacting and reacting flows, but few
studies of multi-phase flows with Lagrangian particles have been attempted. The Type-I model has
the advantage of matching the tracer and ballistic particle limits, as well as predicting dispersion
for intermediately sized inertial particles. A single model parameter βp is introduced in relating the
particle interactions to the stochastic ODT eddy events that model turbulent advection. Results were
compared to the experiments of Snyder and Lumley,22 and Wells and Stock23 for a range of particle
time constants and body forces. Particle dispersion, dispersion coefficients, velocity statistics, and
integral time scales were presented. The ODT model generally performs well and is able to capture
the particle inertial effects as well as the trajectory crossing effect. Results of derived statistics for
particle velocity fluctuations and autocorrelation times suggest that there are some artifacts in the
ODT model associated with the discrete nature of the eddy, but these results do not prevent the
prediction of dispersion as presented here.

The effects of the model parameter βp were examined. Larger βp results in reduced particle
dispersion associated with an increased crossing trajectory effect. As expected, the model is found to
be sensitive to βp since βp directly scales the eddy duration and eddy velocity during particle-eddy
interactions. It was shown that the fraction of particle-eddy interactions that result in a particle
crossing out of an eddy before the eddy duration βpτ e depends on the ratio Rpei, ec = 2gτ e(βpτ p)/l.
The optimal value of βp was found to be 0.05 in the present study. Further investigation is needed to
determine the sensitivity of βp to the flow configuration.

The particle model was limited to one-way coupling: that is, particles affected by the fluid, but
not vice-versa. The model has been extended to two-way coupling during both eddy events and gas
diffusion processes, allowing for higher particle loadings as will be reported separately. The results
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presented here represent an important validation case for the ODT model from which extensions to
other configurations such as jets and reacting flows may be performed.
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